
Crystalia—the vast, magical world of
Super Dungeon—is incredibly diverse.
From the frozen tundras of Frostbyte
Reach to the fiery lava flows of
Dragonback Peaks, it is an enchanted
world of endless adventure and an ongoing
struggle between good and evil. As the evil
Dark Consul seeks to devour the land and
force all under his dominion in the Dark
Realm, brave Heroes valiantly defend
Crystalia in the hope of uniting the five
princesses that can defeat the Dark Consul
as prophecy foretells. 

Amidst the unruly hordes of monsters
manifesting across the world in the service
of the Dark Consul, there is rumor of a
place where bewitched monsters serve
Heroes seeking greater knowledge,
strength, and glory. Nestled amongst the
lush, brimming forests of the Fae Wood,
that rumor is reality. The carefully guarded
secret of a reclusive race known as the
Fennek, the Arena is a mystical space that
can only be found by the dauntless, and

warband to help ensure victory. Warbands
with a good mix of offense monsters, 
healing abilities, and numerous unique 
actions are recommended, though players
are encouraged to creatively combine units
in various ways to compete in whichever
scenario they are about the play.

NEW WAYS TO PLAY
The three new scenarios make Arena a
unique experience and a fun, new 
challenge every time!

For players seeking all-out warfare, the
Destruction scenario is a battle to 
determine the greatest! In this scenario,
players are tasked with destroying each
other’s warbands. As players battle it out,
they’ll earn point tokens for each enemy
model they take out. To win, players must
either earn a set amount of point tokens, or
they must eliminate their opponent’s hero,
mini-boss, and spawning points. 

only the erudite can emerge victorious in
its hallowed walls. 

We’re excited to introduce Super
Dungeon: Arena, a new, alternative game
mode for fans looking for a competitive
player-versus-player experience in the
world of Super Dungeon Explore! For
the first time ever, players will construct
and control a mighty warband consisting
of a Hero, a mini-boss, and spawning
points and their associated monsters. From
there, players will go head to head in one of
three scenarios, each with distinct rules
and victory conditions that require
thoughtful tactics and steadfast action.

Whether players construct a warband from
their favorite miniatures in their collection
or from a separate, prebuilt Super
Dungeon warband box, players will need
to devise new strategies and tactics to 
outwit their opponents. Players should,
therefore, carefully balance the abilities of
the heroes and monsters they enlist in their
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Clever players that think they can
outwit your opponent should look
no further than the Crystal
Capture scenario. In this scenario,
players must use their warbands to
recover crystals from their oppo-
nent’s crystal cluster and then
return them to their own. With
warbands on the attack at every
turn, players must strategize to not
only get close enough to nab a 
crystal from their opponents, they
must also carefully defend the 
crystal captor and their own crystal

cache. The first warband to nab three crystals wins the game!

Players seeking tactical challenges and careful management will enjoy
the King of the Hill scenario. This scenario tests players’ mettle as
they square off with their opponent to enter, control, and defend the
center of the arena. While entry to the center is somewhat restricted,
players will need impressive defense and powerful combination 
attacks to hold it down as they’ll face an inevitable barrage from all
sides. If a player can manage to keep hold of the center and bring in
the most models for five consecutive turns, they’ll earn the title of
Champion and truly reign supreme!

To add more variety to each of these scenarios, Arena also includes
tile effect cards and the Arena store. Tile effect cards add greater 
elements of chance by altering movement, inflicting damage, or 
bestowing status conditions and ailments as players interact with the
terrain. The Arena store, a unique feature compared to games of Super
Dungeon: Explore, allows players to exchange loot for treasure. The
precious trinkets, weapons, crystals, and armors contained within the
store are only found in the Arena, and they are specifically designed to
shake up and strengthen gameplay while also providing light insight
into the wider peoples and cultures of Crystalia.

With the ability to construct a warband from almost any combina-
tion of miniatures, three challenging scenarios, numerous tile effect
cards, and new in-game mechanics, we hope that everyone enjoys
this spin on our classic dungeon crawler! We’ve truly enjoyed 
creating this unique space in the world of Crystalia, and we think
that players near and far will get geared up to take the title of 
Arena Champion! 
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SKOI83162          Yu-Gi-Oh!: Fusion Enforcers Booster Display            √
Fusion Monsters, the original Extra Deck card type, have been steadily growing
in power and influence over the past three years, and now theyíre getting an
entire booster set to themselves! Fusion Enforcers enhances Fusion strategies
based on the Decks of popular characters from the Yu-Gi-Oh! ARC-V animated
TV series and introduces a brand-new original Fusion strategy thatís sure to
delight both newcomers and veteran Duelists alike! 

KOI83183          Deck Protectors: Yu-Gi-Oh!:
                           The Dark Side of Dimensions (50)                              √
The Yu-Gi-Oh! The Dark Side of Dimensions Card Sleeves lets Duelists set the
stage for the New Year with a brand-new set of glossy, premium quality tourna-
ment-legal sleeves! Each sleeve features the iconic artwork of the latest Yu-Gi-
Oh! feature-length film starring legendary Duelists Yugi and Kaiba, seemingly
poised to keep your cards protected for hours of Dueling at a time. Each pack
contains 50 tournament-legal sleeves specifically designed for the Yu-Gi-Oh!
Trading Card Game.

KOI83187          Deck Box: Yu-Gi-Oh!: The Dark Side of Dimensions √
Duelists can now carry their cards in the all-new, exclusive Yu-Gi-Oh! The Dark
Side of Dimensions Card Case! This new Card Case displays the stunning main
image of the Yu-Gi-Oh! feature-length film to be released in 2017, flanked by the
iconic monsters Dark Magician and Blue-Eyes White Dragon! Large enough to
hold a Duelist’s Main Deck, Extra Deck and Side Deck, Yu-Gi-Oh! The Dark
Side of Dimensions Card Case is made of sturdy material, includes a card divider,
and comes with a Velcro closure to ensure your cards will stay protected inside.

KOI83191          Portfolio: 9-pocket: Yu-Gi-Oh!: 
                           The Dark Side of Dimensions                                       √
Store and display your cards with help from the stars of the silver screen with the
Yu-Gi-Oh! The Dark Side of Dimensions 9-Pocket Duelist Portfolio! This latest
Duelist Portfolio features the legendary Duelists Yugi and Kaiba, along with the
mysterious antagonist Aigami, all from the latest Yu-Gi-Oh! feature-length film
releasing in 2017. With the secure side-loading design, this 10-page portfolio has
9 pockets per pageó by placing cards front-to-back, you can stage up to 180 cards
of your prized cards. Along with an anti-slip feature to keep cards secure in the
pockets, you’ll want to dazzle the crowd with your own Yu-Gi-Oh! The Dark
Side of Dimensions 9-Pocket Duelist Portfolio!
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